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Preparative mass spectrometry is an important method for the synthesis of new 

materials. Recently, soft landing mass spectrometry has been used to land ions on 

surfaces to coat or otherwise alter them. Commercial soft landing instruments do not yet 

exist, and the physical phenomenon of soft landing has not yet been fully described. 

For future ion mobility soft landing research, the theory of ion mobility, ion optics and 

soft landing is discussed, and 2 soft landing instruments have been built and described, 

along with proof of concept experiments for both instruments. Simulations of the 

process of ion mobility and ion optics for use in these instruments, as well as some 

preliminary results for the optics are included. Surfaces described include copper on 

mica and iron on silicon. Self assembly of soft landed ions is observed on the surfaces. 

The instruments constructed will be useful for future soft landing research, and soft 

landing can be used for future materials research with special attention focused on the 

self-assembly of the landed ions. 
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CHAPTER 1 

DISCUSSION OF THE THEORIES OF ION MOBILITY MASS SPECTROMETRY, ION 

OPTICS AND SOFT LANDING METHODS. 

 

Theoretical Underpinnings of IMS (Ion Mobility Mass Spectrometry) 

The theory of ion mobility began when Rutherford discovered that X-rays could 

ionize gases in 1897 (1). This discovery led to a wide range of ion sources being 

developed over the course of the next few years. These ion sources were developed, by 

and large, to understand the conductivity of air and other gases, which was still an area 

of active scientific research at the time. Rutherford also ionized different gases using UV 

rays and radiation (2). McClellan showed that flames could also ionize gases in 1898 

(3). Chattock used high intensity electric fields to accomplish corona discharge in order 

to generate ions (4). The commonality of all these ion sources is that they create a 

mixture of ions in a neutral gas. Around the turn of the century, Rutherford and other 

scientists began to probe the mobility of ions in gaseous mediums. In 1903, Langevin 

published his simplified molecular model of diffusion (5). This model approximated for 

omitted degrees of freedom using stochastic (random) differential equations. The forces 

that were omitted and then approximated included frictional force and high velocity 

molecules perturbing the system, these forces being dubbed the “random force”. The 

Langevin model mimics the effects of solvent (in the case of ion mobility, the neutral gas 

molecules are the “solvent”) without implicitly including solvent molecules in the model. 

This is advantageous, because the experimenter doesn’t have to worry about every 

single gas molecule in the system and instead may focus on the movement of a single 
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ion (6). In 1905 Einstein published his diffusion-mobility relation (7). The paper 

described the relationship between mobility and the diffusion coefficient in liquids that 

have lower viscosities. It is also considered the first rigorous mathematical description of 

Brownian motion. In 1911 Lattey observed that water clusters around ions produced 

using X-rays (8). This development meant that ions produced by ion sources in the 

presence of water or other solvents require what is called a desolvation region, where 

clustered ions can be broken up into their respective constituent parts. In 1925 Mack 

devised a way to estimate collision cross sections by measuring evaporation rates 

through air space (9). This development was the first way to empirically measure the 

collisional cross sections of gases.  

 

Early Instrumentation Development of Ion Mobility 

In 1929, the ion shutter was developed by Kravalth and Van de Graff (10, 11). 

The ion shutter was significant in that it facilitated a way to collect an ion mobility 

spectrum, because ion mobility is time dependent and the ion shutter gives a start point 

to begin collecting data. Lovelock reported in 1949 that an ionization detector could 

detect low amounts of organic vapors (12).  Lovelock was interested in the medical 

ramifications of organic vapors in the air. To accomplish his experiments he required a 

way to quantify the amount of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in the air.  The 

apparatus that he built for these experiments was a radiation ionization source that 

could ionize trace amounts of organic molecules and a sensitive high surface area 

faraday cup detector. It was observed that depending on the specific molecules present 

in the ionization source, the gas phase chemistry was different, and different molecules 
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had different signal responses to the ionization source. Mason and McDaniel developed 

the drift tube in the 1960s (13, 14) at Brown and Georgia Tech. Although Mason and 

McDaniel’s interests were to probe the interaction of small ions such as H+ and Na+ in 

much larger neutral gases (like argon and nitrogen), their advancements in 

instrumentation were later adapted into contemporary ion mobility instruments. Cohen 

and coworkers developed plasma chromatography to probe gas phase ion-molecule 

chemistry (15). This instrument is significant, as it was the first instrument to combine a 

drift tube with Lovelock’s ionization detector. Karasek and coworkers developed the 

plasma chromatography technique and performed many experiments in plasma 

chromatography in the early 70s (16, 17). The commercial instruments drift tube 

designs had flaws which led to the near abandonment of IMS instruments. The gaps 

between the electrode rings were too large, allowing the diffusion of ions into those 

gaps. It was easy for a user to overload the sample area of the instrument. This causes 

an uneven diffusion of ions, so the data can appear as if the mobility of ions is 

concentration dependent (18). The observations made during this era were interpreted 

as irreproducible chemistry happening in the gas phase, and the technology was all but 

abandoned. Because of these misunderstandings, and the flawed conclusions of many 

scientists during this period, very few papers were published about ion mobility in the 

1980s. Even with this dearth of publications, one of the first true commercial ion mobility 

instruments on the market was developed based on the design of Baim and Hill’s GC-

IMS (gas chromatography ion mobility mass spectrometry) instrument (19).  This 

instrument used IMS as a detector for gas chromatography, and overcame obstacles 

associated with the interface of GC and IMS instrumentation.  
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FIG. 1. Simple schematic of an ion mobility instrument 

 

Applications and Hyphenated Techniques 

Since the first Gulf War, the U.S. military has been using the CAM (chemical 

agent monitor) in the field. (76) This instrument uses ion mobility and is about the size 

and shape of a small vacuum cleaner. The CAM is capable of detecting nerve gases 

and mustard gas in concentrations of parts per million (ppm) as well as some explosives 

and illicit drugs. The CAM is also automated so that it is continuously sampling. If it 

obtains a spectrum that matches a profile for any of the harmful gases in its database, 

the instrument alerts the user. However, these instruments are prone to false positives 

in enclosed or very smoky spaces. The civilian version is used by some medical 

response teams (20). In 1985-1988, Elkind and Armentrout published a series of papers 
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(21), which described separation of electronic excited states using ion mobility mass 

spectrometry (IMS). In the early 90s an entirely different ion mobility instrument called 

FAIMS (field asymmetric ion mobility spectrometry) was developed in the Soviet Union 

(22). This instrument separates ions based on the non-linear dependence of mobility on 

electric field strength. The principle of operation is as follows: ions are passed through 

two parallel plate electrodes. An asymmetric waveform is applied to one electrode, while 

the other electrode is grounded. The asymmetric waveform is created such that part of 

the period is above 0V (positive voltage) and the rest is less than 0V (negative voltage). 

The magnitude of this waveform must be fairly high, depending on electrode geometry 

and the types of ions that need to be separated (>1 kV peak to peak for a gap of 1 mm 

and most mixtures of ions). The forward motion through the plates is facilitated through 

a flow of a neutral gas. The ion spends a fraction of the time under low field conditions 

and the other portion of time in the high field conditions. The ions behave differently in 

these two mobility regions, in the high field region, the energy gained from the electric 

field, whereas in the low field region, the collisions with the drift gas predominate in the 

energy balance. The amount of time spent in the high and low field region is modified by 

applying a DC (direct current) “compensation voltage” on the asymmetric waveform. 

Because every type of ion has unique high/low field behavior, only a specific type of ion 

will be stable under the specific conditions (asymmetric waveform, compensation 

voltage and electrode geometry) of a FAIMS device, all other ions will be unstable and 

crash onto the electrodes. In this mode of operation, by scanning through all available 

compensation voltages, there will be an ion mobility spectra of ion signal versus 

compensation voltage. Available compensation voltages are limited by the asymmetric 
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wave, as there must always be a positive and negative part to the waveform regardless 

of compensation voltage (23). In the early-90s IMS separated different cluster ions and 

even different electronic states of the same ion (24). In the mid-90s Bowers (25) and 

Clemmer (26) started using ion mobility to separate mixtures of various biomolecules. 

This was invaluable, as it was shown that the conformation of a peptide greatly affected 

its mobility. In 1996, Hill introduced his Fourier transform ion mobility spectrometer with 

an electrospray ion source (FT-ESI-IMS) (27). This was also significant, as the 

resolution was improved over the conventional, signal average mode of operation that 

most ion mobility devices operate under. Fourier transfer can also be used for “tuning 

out” unwanted ions that have mobilities near desired ions. Jarrold constructed a high 

resolution IMS instrument in 1997 (28), and Clemmer published an IMS instrument 

coupled to a time of flight (TOF) instrument in 1998 (29). In 2000 Russell described 

coupling a Maldi instrument to an IMS (30). Clemmer assembled an LC-IMS-MS 

instrument the year after (31). Stimac and Kaye developed miniature IMS instruments 

throughout the late 90s and early 2000s (32). Smith coupled FAIMS with a drift tube in 

2005 (33). 

 

Theory of Ion Mobility: 

Ion mobility is the characterization of the mobility chemical substances under the 

influence of a constant electric field (46). It involves the separation of charged species in 

a gaseous medium through collision cross section as well as mass/charge (m/z) ratio. 

Drift velocity is simply: 

     (1)             
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where Vd is the drift velocity and K is the mobility of the ion and E is the electric field 

strength. This equation is true as long as E is kept relatively weak. According to the 

Nernst-Townsend-Einstein relation, the diffusion coefficient is related to the mobility in 

this way: 

     (2)             

Where e is the elementary charge, D is the diffusion coefficient, k is Boltzmann’s 

constant and T is the absolute gas temperature. The mobility (K) of an ion is usually 

expressed in units of centimeter squared per second per volt. Because K is directly 

proportional with temperature and inversely proportional with pressure (through the 

diffusion coefficient) tabulated values of mobilities are usually listed in a form 

extrapolated to atmospheric pressure at sea level (760 Torr) and standard temperature 

(0° C or 273 K). This value is called standard or reduced mobility (K0). It is calculated 

thusly: 

        (3)         

These diffusion equations hold true as long as all of the energy given to the ions 

through the electric field is dissipated by gas collision, this is called the low field region. 

For low field ions the diffusion is purely thermal, when the energy gained from the 

electric field becomes higher than the energy taken away from ions during collisions, the 

ions pass into what is dubbed the low field limit. Ions in this region are called high field 

ions, and will exhibit diffusion that cannot be accurately described by the Nernst-

Einstein relationship. For high field ions, Wannier’s equations are used. (77) 
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                 (4)                        

 

  

        (5)                    

Note: µ is not reduced mass here. It is the mass terms of Wannier’s High field diffusion 

equation. M is the mass of the drift gas, m is the mass of the ion, Dt is drift time, and k is 

Boltzmann’s constant, and E is electric field strength. Using low field and high field 

mobility equations, a new equation has been derived to produce a unified IMS 

resolution equation. (79) 

             (6)               

Again, µ is NOT reduced mass here; it is the combined mass terms in the above 

Wannier’s equation (eq. 4).  

 

Derivation of the fundamental mobility equation 

Taking the momentum balance equation: 

                      (7)                       

v(ε) is the collision frequency, which is described by: 
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                      (8)                      

ε = mean collision energy, e = charge of ion, µ = reduced mass, vd = velocity of ion, vr = 

relative velocities, N = number density, Q = diffusion cross section. 

It is useful to think of ε in terms of temperature, (Teff), defined as: 

 

                     (9)         

So solving equation 7 for velocity, substituting equation 8 for v(ε) and equation 9 for ε 

yields: 

 

                     (10)              

Comparing this to experimental data, the Chapman-Enskog coefficient is more accurate 

(78). The numerical factor in the above is 1/sqrt(3), ≈ 0.577, where the Chapman-

Enskog approximation is 3 sqrt(2π)/16 ≈ .470. So this derivation is about 20% too high. 

This is the fundamental mobility equation:  

               (11)         

The kinetic energy of an ion in a drift tube is described by:  
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                (12)          

The conditions at which the drift tube operates are important parameters to consider 

during a SL experiment as changes in pressure (P), temperature (T), field strength (E), 

and ion’s collisional cross section with a buffer gas (Ω) affect its mobility within the drift 

tube. Separation is based on probing the differences in ion migration. The mobility of the 

ion (K) can be calculated , with (m) ion mass, (M) mass of the buffer gas, (z) charge of 

the ion, (e) elementary charge, (kb) Boltzmann’s constant, (T) buffer gas temperature, 

and (N) number density of the gas inside the instrument. The average KE (Kinetic 

energy) is calculated using classical mechanics assuming the internal temperature of 

the ion is the same as the buffer gas and those interactions between the ion and neutral 

molecules are negligible. Ion mobility separates by collisions of neutral buffer gas 

molecules with charged species inside the drift tube. This narrows the KE distribution of 

the ions, and therefore through elementary physics, narrows the velocity distribution. 

 

Monte Carlo Hard Sphere Collision Program 

A Monte Carlo simulation program for use with ion optical simulation software 

(Simion 8 script (81)) was modified to more accurately represent collisional ion 

movement along a drift tube. Contents of the program are given in the appendix. From 

the given parameters, (such as pressure, temperature, mass of buffer gas, mass and 

charge of ion etc.) the mean free path length and the mean velocity of the buffer gas are 

calculated. A time step must be selected such that the ion will not travel more than a 

tenth of the mean free path in one cycle of the program. This is important because if the 
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ion travels much farther than the mean free path length in one time step, the ion will 

effectively “miss” collisions and the simulation will not be accurate. The program then 

checks if the ion has traveled a distance at least as long as the mean free path since 

the last collision. If the ion has traveled far enough, then another collision occurs, if it 

hasn’t; the length of distance traveled since the last collision is saved and then another 

cycle occurs.  Using hard spheres as models for ions and gas, the relative vectors of a 

gas molecule (vector of gas molecule is randomly generated) and the ion (vector of ion 

is calculated using the point of collision and the point where the ion last collided) are 

generated. This is accomplished by converting the vector coordinates to polar 

coordinates, this way the first variable in polar coordinate system is the magnitude of 

the velocity, while the other two numbers are purely directional, while under the 

Cartesian system, all three numbers contain both directional and magnitude information.  

The velocity of the gas in the center of mass is calculated, and then the velocity of the 

center of mass is calculated and then a random scattering angle is generated. This 

program assumes that when a molecule impacts the ion, all of the ion’s kinetic energy is 

transferred to the gas molecule. The velocity of the center of mass is then rotated so all 

motion is happening in the y-axis. The center of mass vector is then rotated by the two 

scatter angles, (the theta and phi angles in polar coordinates) and the ion’s new velocity 

is stored by adding the vectors of previous ion velocity and the new scatter velocity. The 

kinetic energy of the ion after the collision is then calculated. The program cycles 

through every time step, and each collision is considered isotropic, which means there 

is perfect conservation of kinetic energy, even though in reality there will be some loss 

of energy as heat. Although both the free path length and the scalar value of the velocity 
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of the neutral molecules are both Gaussian distributions in reality, only the means of 

both are calculated in the simulation. If the simulation operates for a sufficiently large 

number of cycles, the law of large numbers will take over, and the calculated solution 

will converge with the experimental solution with respect to mobilities. As the model 

assumes that all molecules are rigid spheres, and all collisions are perfectly isotropic, 

the simulated solution will always differ slightly from the experimental solution, 

especially for extremely non-rigid and very non-spherically shaped molecules.  

 

Introduction to Ion Optics 

Ion optics are analogous to light optics in that many of the same ideas and 

principles apply, but ion optics focus, defocus, deflect or refract ions rather than 

photons. This is accomplished through producing electric fields by applying a voltage to 

conductive materials and using these fields to influence the behavior of gas phase 

charged particles. In a way the electric field is truly the optic, as the field, and not the 

physical material that the electric field is emanating from, is exerting a force upon the 

ions. The uniformity and cleanliness of ion optics is perhaps even more important to 

their function than that of conventional light optics, because any imperfection in an ion 

optic will propagate in the field and be magnified, resulting in a much larger aberration in 

the electric field compared to the size of the defect on the surface. There are several 

different types of ion optics that have applications in many different fields, but this 

document will focus on types of optics that are most relevant to ion mobility mass 

spectrometry. Ion optics focus ions very efficiently at high vacuums (less than ~10 

mTorr), but as pressure and temperature increase, and collisions between ions and 
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gases become more prevalent, ion optics become less efficient at steering ions, 

especially in areas of high pressure where ion loss becomes a problem and the high 

rate of collision prevents effective ion focusing.  Generally, these problems are 

overcome by using a sampling cone, which in addition to acting as a conductance limit, 

samples only a small part of the ion cloud, and creates higher sensitivity for the mass 

analysis system by concentrating ions that collide with the detector. Some of the most 

important ion optics in use in the field of ion mobility besides the ring electrodes 

common in all drift tubes, are ion shutters (48). Ion shutters allow injection of ions into 

an IMS, and allows for a spectrum to be obtained from a single IMS drift tube. The 

Bradbury-Nielson design (49), which was actually originally invented independently by 

Kravath (10) and van de Graaff (11) in 1929, is the most prevalent ion shutter design in 

use today. In this design, a series of thin wires, are placed near the entrance of the drift 

region and behind the ion source.  The alternating wires are electrically isolated. This 

structure is usually mounted on an insulative surface such as aluminum oxide or mica. If 

the Shutter is “open” it must be floated to a potential that is appropriate to the potential 

gradient across the drift region. If the grid is “closed” then the shutter is set to a potential 

where the ions don’t pass through. The length of time this shutter is open is important to 

the maximum resolution obtainable, the pulse width needs to be long enough so that 

enough ions can diffuse into the drift region, but short enough that it is shorter in 

duration than the largest peak width in the spectrum. Ion shutters may be time 

optimized for maximum signal or resolution. Eiceman and others performed studies that 

included effects on performance with various blocking voltages (50) and various wire 

dimensions and pulse widths (51). At lower blocking voltages ion leakage may be 
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observed for higher mobility species that have higher penetration of the gate. Changes 

in Peak shapes and Intensity can be optimized by changing the blocking voltage. In a 

similar phenomenon, having a sample time too short may introduce sampling error, 

where higher mobility species are preferentially sampled over lower mobility species 

(52). It is well known that space charge effects will defocus ions (53). This is due to 

other ionized species (matrix elements, ionized buffer gas, other analyte ions). These 

cause aberrations in the electric field inside the drift tube, which can lead to defocusing 

or ion loss, altering the properties of the ion beam. Because of these effects, ion optics 

have been placed at even intervals down the drift tube to periodically refocus the ion 

beam by Russell (54), because ions of like charges will diffuse apart. Using the 

standard ring electrodes of drift tubes, using a ratio of distance between rings, inner 

diameter of the rings and operation voltage significantly increased the proportion of ions 

transferred down the drift tube. Also skimmers, if placed slightly off-axis from the ion 

injection system, may be used to filter out any neutrals, photons or particulates that may 

be present in the ion beam. Another method is to place a grounded stop in line with the 

sampling system, so that neutrals will collide with it and stay out of the separation 

system (47). These species contribute to background noise, and may complicate soft 

landing processes, so they are unwanted in the ion stream. Generally, ion optics such  

as ion skimmers and sample cones would be used for this job (55). Skimmers are 

conical optics that filters out neutrals and unwanted ions from being sampled. Skimmers 

are generally grounded to make sure the dynamics of the ion flow are unaffected by the 

skimmer and to prevent electrical discharge (56). Sampler cones are generally smaller, 

and are generally at the interface of the separation system and a differential pumping 
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partition. The ion funnel developed by Smith and coworkers in 1997 (57) is a method of 

introducing ions into a mass analysis system, that is something of a hybrid of an RF 

(Radio frequency) ion guide (58) and a skimmer. It consists of a series of smaller inner 

diameter rings that are resistively coupled so that a homogenous electric field is applied 

across the funnel. This makes the ions focus in a smaller radius, so the ions will be less 

likely to be lost to the vacuum system. It was typically used for the interface between an 

electrospray ionization source and the rough vacuum section of a mass analysis 

system. Because the optic is designed to operate at high pressures, it was ideal for ion 

mobility instruments. Bowers and coworkers incorporated the ion funnel into a High 

resolution IMS in 2001 (59), and since then many improvements and modifications to 

the original design have been made (60).  

 

Preparative Mass Spectrometry and Soft Landing 

Preparative mass spectrometry is the use of mass spectrometry techniques to 

synthesize new materials, or separate materials and collect them for later use. 

Preparative mass spectrometry has been used in the Manhattan project for the 

separation of isotopes of uranium (34, 35). The Calutron (the preparative mass 

spectrometry instrument at Cal Tech) was operated at hundreds of eV, because there 

was no danger that a single atom could chemically fragment. Cooks introduced the idea 

of soft landing in 1977 (36) and re-introduced it in 1997 (37). The feasibility of soft-

landing has been proven, as it has been applied to inorganic clusters (38), virus 

particles (39), and small organic molecules (36). Several instrumental concepts using 

soft landing have been introduced (40-45). Ion mobility is attractive to soft landing of 
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ions because it is done at relatively high pressures (1-10 torr) compared to other forms 

of mass spectrometry such as time of flight (>10-6 torr).  This research is motivated by 

pushing the limits of ion mobility, and preparative mass spectrometry to create new and 

useful materials in several technological disciplines such as nanotechnology and 

catalysis among other fields. 

 

Theory of Soft Landing 

Soft landing has been used to describe two distinct processes in the literature, so 

it is important to define them. The process that is described here is called ion soft 

landing, or simply soft landing, where the kinetic energy of the ions is mitigated and is 

gently landed on a surface. Another process that has been called soft landing is when 

ions are trapped in fluorocarbon or hydrocarbon or other matrices and are released 

upon a sputtering process or through thermal desorption (61). The most important thing 

about soft-landing (at least for larger ions and cluster ions) is that ions land on the 

surface, without fragmenting or having any major conformational change. To calculate 

the kinetic energy of an ion as it soft lands from an ion mobility cell onto a surface, 

simply take the mobility equation 1, substitute equation 5 for K and plug it into Newton’s 

equation for kinetic energy (1/2MV2) and we’re left with (Equation 12). This means the 

approximate kinetic energy of particles in a soft landing experiment may be calculated 

using the physical parameters of the experiment. The temperature and field strength 

terms are direct proportional to the kinetic energy term, while the collisional cross 

section and pressure terms are inversely proportional. Calculating the true landing 

energy of ions is difficult because as the ion moves closer to the landing surface, the 
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electric field strength changes in space more rapidly (field lines get closer and closer 

together), and as that happens, the force from the electric field exerted upon the ion 

also changes rapidly. The kinetic energy is directly proportional to the electric field, and 

at the exact moment the ion lands the electric field is difficult to calculate or measure 

exactly. In a soft landing simulations this means, as the simulated ions get closer to the 

landing surface, the time step of the simulation must be shortened to more accurately 

predict the kinetic energy as the ion lands. As the ion flies, it is acceptable for the time 

step to be larger to lower the expense of the calculation because far away from the 

landing surface the electric field is more homogeneous. The closer the ion gets to the 

landing surface the faster the electric field changes.  Soft landing deposition may be in 

competition with reflection off the surface. To combat reflection, there are a few 

methods to facilitate soft landing over reflection. One method that may be used if your 

surface is conductive is to bias the landing surface, so that the ions are attracted to the 

surface, and will be more likely to deposit rather than scatter and reflect off the surface 

(42). Another method is to place an electrode behind the landing surface (patent 

pending). This electrode is placed behind an insulating landing surface and can attract 

ions to pattern a landing ion pattern on the surface.  

 

Discussion and Conclusions 

Ion mobility instruments have quite a few advantages over other types of mass 

spectrometry, as they are relatively small; they have simple power requirements (20), 

and may be miniaturized for portable use (32). Miniaturized drift tubes have been used 

to detect chemical warfare agents, explosive agents and other poisonous vapors in a 
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variety of specialized applications (20). The instrument has great potential for analyzing 

complex mixtures because ions with the same mass to charge (m/z) ratio but with 

different collision cross sections will have different retention times. It has been used in 

Proteomics and many other biological applications. Some more strengths of IMS are the 

ability to test gas phase ion chemistry at low vacuum pressures, the ease of assembly, 

and they are relatively inexpensive to build. IMS instruments are uniquely ideal for on-

site detection of chemical weapons, drugs and explosives, because many of those 

compounds are highly aromatic and have high electron affinity, which means that the 

classes of compounds of interest will by and large have an appreciable vapor pressure 

under ambient conditions, and the conventional ion sources will ionize these 

compounds very efficiently. Some weaknesses of IMS are that the resolution of the 

technique is much less than other mass spectrometric techniques, such as Time of 

Flight or quadrupole ion traps. There must be care not to overload the drift tube, 

because if it becomes overloaded, the mobilities will skew because of ion-ion repulsion. 

If the bath gas is reactive with the mobile ions present, then the sensitivity of the 

instrument towards those ions will decrease. This effect can be avoided by using noble 

gases as bath gases. This is obviously less feasible for portable instruments for 

portability reasons. The faraday cup detector is also not as sensitive as other detectors, 

and because of the pressures IMS operates under, many other detectors would be 

infeasible to use. IMS is also sensitive to moisture in the air, which can skew results 

because of water cluster ions as well as reactivity with produced ions. Because of the 

high pressures that ion mobility may be operated under, there are some landing 

surfaces that are inappropriate for certain atmospheres in the soft landing instrument. 
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For example, any surface that is reactive toward oxygen, and any surface that is 

hygroscopic. A thin layer of water will alter soft landing of ions to varying degrees, 

depending on the ion/surface system.  Ion mobility is a separation technique that 

separates gas phase ions and charged clusters and complexes by collision cross 

section. Although many improvements have been made and insights have been gained, 

ion mobility is still a developing area of chemical analysis, and the applications of the 

separation technique are numerous. Ion mobility is a viable option for soft landing 

instruments. Ion mobility especially lends itself to soft landing because of the fact that 

the relatively high pressures will facilitate collisions with gas inside the drift tube. When 

an ion leaves the drift tube they have very low kinetic energy, and will be ready to soft 

land on the surface of choice. Robust gas phase ion chemistry that can occur inside of a 

soft landing instrument allows for a wide variety of ions that can be synthesized inside 

the spectrometer and immediately landed upon a wide variety of surfaces. The value of 

this instrument to novel materials research is significant. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A DRIFT TUBE SOFT LANDING APPARATUS AND THE 

ION OPTICS THEREIN 

Introduction 

The soft landing of various substances has received increased attention as of 

late, even though it was first described over 25 years ago (36). Most soft landing 

apparatus use mass analyzers to separate ions and then optics steer the ions and land 

them on various surfaces. Examples include quadrupole ion traps (41), rectilinear ion 

traps (40), ion cyclotron resonance (44) and sectors (43). The typical kinetic landing 

energy of these devices is relatively high (10-100eV), because of this, when the ions 

land on the surface, translational energy is high, so the ions will move around on the 

surface until they find a large enough potential well, and attach there. This leads to a 

self-assembled pattern on the surface. The instrument presented here is unique, as it 

operates in the 1-100 torr region, so collisions with the buffer gas mitigate the energy of 

the landed ions to between 1 and .01eV. At these energies, the potential well necessary 

for the ion to stop moving along the surface is very small, and the ions may be further 

investigated. Because of the activity and inactivity of various sizes and arrangement of 

gold clusters (62), it becomes important to characterize other metal cluster systems for 

various fields of catalyst research. This instrument allows for rapid, unambiguous 

characterization of laser ablated cluster systems. Because the separation is based on 

collision cross section, and not mass to charge ratio, different structural isomers may be 

separated from each other, provided their collision cross sections differ, where other 
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mass spectrometry instruments separate on mass alone, so structural isomers are not 

distinguishable from each other. Also, because of the higher pressure, a wider range of 

landing substrates may be used. The steering optics may be used to raster different 

size ion clusters obtained in a single spectrum to different areas of the landing surface. 

Currently, only one size cluster may be isolated and landed, while all other sizes of 

clusters will be lost to the vacuum using the pulsed split ring arrangement, but with any 

of the new arrangements, all sizes of clusters obtained in the ionization event may be 

landed on the surface and preserved for future characterization.  

 

Experimental Description of Apparatus 

The assembly of the instrument used a combination of off-the-shelf and custom 

machined parts. The Instrument is housed in two 4-way crosses, a stand conflat (CF) 

cross (MDC Vacuum, Hayward, CA) and a reducing cross.  

 

FIG. 2. SLIM (Soft landing ion mobility) instrument cartoon 
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The Ion source for the instrument is a laser ablation event from a q-switched Nd: YAG 

(Neodymium yttrium aluminum garnet) laser (Minilite, Continuum, Santa Clara, CA) off 

of a sample. The sample is held out on a .25 in. diameter 6 in. long MACOR® rod 

(Corning, Corning, NY). This sample may be metal, a composite material or other 

material of our choice. The separation method is a meter long drift tube made of 18 

steel rings 2 inches in outer diameter and 1.25 inches in inner diameter, resistively 

coupled through a series of 5 MΩ vacuum resistors (Caddock Electronics, Riverside, 

CA) and separated by .05 inches using sapphire spheres. The whole stack is 

compressed by three pieces of all thread insulated with alumina rods. 

 

FIG. 3. Photo of the soft landing ion mobility (SLIM) instrument 

A pair of power supplies (PS300/PS350 Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA), 

provide a voltage between 100V and 3kV (either positive or negative, depending on 

anions or cations are being separated), this creates a uniform electric field throughout 

the drift tube of field strengths from 5V/cm to 150V/cm. Helium gas introduced through a 

leak valve and through manipulation of the valve, the pressure can be held constant at 
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the desired pressure between 1 and 100 torr. This pressure is measured using a 

Baratron® pressure gauge (MKS, Andover, MA). The faraday cup is connected to a 

preamp (SR570, Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA) and then to an 

oscilloscope (TDS3034B, Tektronix, Beaverton, OR). The landing surface is cleaved, 

and then placed on a metal plate about .125 in. away from the exit of the drift tube. The 

metal surface is biased at -250V to prevent charge buildup on the landing surface. The 

landing surfaces are selected for their relative flatness, although theoretically any 

surface may be used. A 001 surface is ideal, as any cleavage surface using that 

material will be the same. In these experiments a muscovite mica surface from a 15mm 

disk was used because it is relatively inexpensive compared to other 001 surfaces such 

as gold. The instrument can accommodate a wide range of different sized landing 

surfaces. Split ring electrodes were attached to the end of the drift tube, and using a 

homemade pulsing circuit, specific sizes of clusters may be selectively landed through a 

pulsed voltage spike to one side of the split ring at the appropriate time. (80) 

 

FIG. 4. Circuit Diagram of Pulse Circuit 
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FIG. 5. Cartoon of split ring optic used, and a simulation showing ions steered  

onto a surface below the exit of the drift tube 

 

The First set of experiments that were carried out consisted of the ablation of a 

copper target (SCI Engineered Materials, Ocala, FL) at 532 nm at a frequency of 2 Hz 

with the Nd: YAG laser. The pressure of the vacuum chamber was held constant at 8 

Torr. The resulting cluster ions were then landed upon an Atomic force microscopy 

(AFM) grade mica surface. Three different additional types of steering ion optics were 

designed.  

 

FIG. 6. 1st Optic from the left: twice split ring, 2nd Optic: Two orthogonal rings, 3rd optic: 

Four plate optic. Each optic consists of 4 electrodes; different colors correspond to 

different electrodes. The four plate optic was operated with three of the four optics 

linked, and the fourth independent. 
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These designs were modeled using an ion optical program, and their steering 

capabilities described and measured. The ions modeled were 63Cu+ ions that were flown 

one-at-a-time with a Gaussian energy distribution of mean kinetic energy of 1eV with a 

standard deviation of 0.25eV.  These ions were directed through the focusing region of 

the ion optic and steered onto a plate. During the ions’ flight in the drift tube, collisions 

with a neutral buffer gas (Helium here, but inert gases of any size may be simulated) 

were simulated using the script in Appendix I. The applied voltages of the ion optics 

were varied in the program and the position of the ions upon impact on the surface were 

recorded and graphed. 

 

FIG. 7. Simulated image of the four plate optic and its placement on the drift tube 

 

The four plates were secured in a frame that arranged the electrodes in a square 

around the circular exit of the drift tube of our ion mobility instrument. Applied voltages 

for the optic were provided with an adjustable high voltage TOF power source (Jordan 

TOF Grass Valley, CA). This ion optic was also simulated in the above experiment.   

 

Results and Discussion 

The laser ablation of Copper at 532nm at 8Torr yields a multitude of cluster 

sizes. Using the drift time of the clusters and an estimation of the collision cross section, 
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it was possible to calculate the reduced mobility of the first peak (CuO+). This yielded a 

mobility of 15.56 cm2/V*sec. Kemper and Bowers gave the mobility of Cu+ in Helium as 

15.7 cm2/V*sec (69). CuO+ is expected to have a lower mobility than Cu+ because of the 

extra collision cross section. This data was used a basis for the calculation of the 

mobilities of subsequent peaks. The presence of oxides can be explained by the 

adsorption of Oxygen on the surface of the sample and the surfaces inside the vacuum 

system (70). The remaining peaks correspond to the magic numbers and their isomers 

(71, 72). At low vacuum pressures, the distribution of sizes of cluster ions from the laser 

ablation event becomes dependent on the pressure at the surface of the event (73). 

Previous experiments have shown that at lower pressures (1 Torr), smaller clusters 

predominate (74). As Pressure increases, larger clusters begin to form (75).  

The split ring electrodes at the end of the drift tube may be pulsed to isolate one specific 

cluster size. This overlaid spectra shows that it is possible to isolate a specific peak 

using the pulsing of the split ring. 

 

FIG. 8. A typical spectrum from a pulsed ion optic experiment.  
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Evidence for soft landing was obtained by taking AFM images of the mica 

surfaces. The AFM images are a representation of a 20 µm x 20 µm area and were 

taken with a Quesant Q-scope (Ambios Technology, Santa Cruz California) in wave 

mode using a Silicon cantilever. The structures observed (see figure 9), show 

heteroepitaxial growth of parallel striations/columns across the surface of the mica. Any 

ions landing on the surface will mitigate their own charge by charge transfer with the 

landing surface. Since the ions have low energies when they impact the surface (less 

than 1 eV) the movement of the ions on the surface is kept to a minimum.  

 

FIG. 9. Top left: AFM of blank mica, Top right: AFM image of copper bridging a defect 

Bottom left: AFM image of the linear pattern of copper on mica, Bottom right: AFM 

image of copper ions not filling in defects in the mica surface 
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The ions deposit in bands as deduced from the AFM structures. These linear 

structures may correspond to bands of conductivity in the mica surface. These bands of 

conductivity are due to potassium, iron or magnesium in the mica crystal structure on 

the surface, although the exact composition of the mineral is difficult to know, because 

mica’s composition varies from source to source. After the initial landing, copper ions 

will preferentially land on previously landed copper atoms, to more easily migrate the 

charges from the ions to the surface, because mica surface is less conductive than 

newly deposited copper surface is. It is also possible, that at low vacuum, any water 

particles that touched the surface would adhere preferentially to the conductive band 

and the monolayer of water provides an avenue of conductivity for the landed ions. It 

was also observed that if there was a defect in the surface of the mica, the copper 

structures bridged over the defect, instead of filling it in. In higher energy coating 

methods such as physical vapor deposition (PVD) or chemical vapor deposition (CVD), 

the ions would impact the surface at much higher kinetic energies, and therefore will be 

more mobile on the surface and fill in defects rather than bridge them. In a side by side 

comparison of PVD vs. SLIM, it is apparent that the patterns of crystal growth on the 

surface are different.  

 

FIG. 10. Side by side comparison of AFM images of soft-landing and PVD (physical 

vapor deposition) 
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Ion Optical Development Experimental Description 

 

FIG. 11. Cartoon of the process of the ion optic experiments 

 

Ions were created in the entrance of a simulated drift tube with a forward kinetic 

energy of 1 eV with a velocity vector toward the landing surface that is set 10 

centimeters away from the exit of the ion optic. As the simulation progressed collisions 

with a neutral gas were simulated using the Monte Carlo program whose code is in 

Appendix I. When the ions collided with the landing surface, their position was recorded 

and graphed. In a second experiment, two types of ions were populated at the same 

time and position in a simulated drift tube whose dimensions and operation parameters 

were based upon our drift tube, and the two steering optics opposite of each other 

swapped the values of the applied voltages after 350 µs (copper ions exit the drift tube 

at around 300 µs in the simulation). The fullerene ions (C60+) have a much larger 

collisional cross section, and therefore a lower mobility than the copper ions, and 

furthermore exit the drift tube later (around 600 µs). These C60+ ions were then steered 

onto the opposite end of the landing surface from the landing area of the copper ions.  
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Results of Ion Optic Simulations 

 

 

 

FIG. 12. Coordinate maps of 3 different ion optic geometry simulations, different color 

points represent ions landed under different steering voltages. 

 

The three other designs of the ion optics besides the split ring used in the 

experiment showed ion steering towards different areas in the landing surface. This 
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technique could be used to land all cluster sizes on a surface, and then characterization 

would involve surfaces that only have one size of clusters in a specific area. After 

analyzing the landing patterns of the three optics, it was decided that the four plate optic 

would be the best candidate to build, because of the simplicity of the two-dimensional 

movement of an ion beam focused into a line. This way, there was only one voltage that 

needed to be altered to land all types of clusters. After it was proven theoretically 

possible to steer ions using these optics, it became necessary to prove that after 

separation with the drift tube, that different ion packets could be directed in such a way 

that the ions could be sufficiently steered onto separate places on the landing surface in 

the time domain of a single ion mobility spectra. In other words, that the resolution of the 

drift tube was sufficient so that the ion optics have sufficient time to effectively steer ions 

of different types to different areas of a landing surface.  This was the purpose of the 2nd 

experiment. According to Figure 13 across the mobility range of Copper 63 to C60 

fullerene there is approximately a centimeter of separation. 
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FIG. 13. Separation of approximately 1 cm is possible with the current ion optic 

configuration. 

 

Experimental Description of the Ion Optic Experiment 

The 4 plate electrode was selected for the ease of two dimensional steering, and 

ease of manufacturing and adaptation to the existing soft landing instrument.  The grey 

part is an insulating optic mount made of Teflon®, the blue and red colors are the four 

electrodes. (See Figure 6)  This ion optic was mounted on the exit of the drift tube. 

Similar procedures as the above simulations were followed when testing this optical 

arrangement. (See Figure 7) For ease of data analysis, only one electrode’s applied 

voltage was varied, as the other voltages were kept constant. The ion beam is line 

focused under these voltages, so adjusting one electrode moves the line of ions up or 

down. Ions were from the laser ablation source off of copper as described earlier in this 

chapter. The pressure was held constant at approximately 7 Torr for these experiments. 

The detector differs from the above faraday cup, as for the purposes of these 

experiments it was a channeltron which must be operated at pressures of below 1 

mTorr, so this meant there was an additional stage of pumping as well. This was 

accomplished by connecting a conductance limit on the end of the instrument before the 

ion stream enters the detection region. 

 

Results of Ion Optic Experiment 
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The signal strengths at the various voltages show the signal strength building as 

voltage increases from ground until about -210 V and then the signal falls off again at 

higher negative voltages.    

 

FIG. 14. Left: Ion signal vs. time at differing negative voltages, Right Ion signal vs. time 

at differing positive voltages. 

 

Conclusions and Future Development of Ion Optics 

Other landing surfaces such as gold, highly ordered pyrolytic graphite, or silicon 

will allow for the synthesis of a wider range of novel materials, and may let the 

experimenter elucidate the exact mechanism of soft landing in general, or at least 

describe the mechanism of deposition in specific systems.  More analysis methods will 

allow the user to gather more data from landed samples. Gold or silver surfaces will 

allow for surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy analysis, which could yield more 

structural information of the surface. The ion mobility apparatus can be coupled with 

another mass analysis technique, such as time of flight, to identify cluster ions less 

ambiguously than with the mobility data alone. The ion optics modeled here may be 
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used to raster a stream of ions over a surface. Ion mobility soft landing is shown here to 

be a viable option for preparative mass spectrometry. Different ion sources such as 

Electrospray or surface induced dissociation and will open up wider ranges of ions that 

may be produced, and therefore a wider range of materials that may be synthesized. 

The ion beam shape is a bit distorted; instead of linear they are crescent shaped (see 

Figure 13). This is because of the asymmetry in the electric field of the ion optics. Near 

the edges of the electrodes, the overall electric field becomes weaker because of edge 

effects; therefore the ions that go through the weaker electric fields are steered less, 

and therefore form the half moon shape of the ion beam seen here. A newly developed 

ion optic needs to have more symmetry, so that the steering electric field will be more 

homogeneous than the one with planar optics. The next ion optic that needs to be 

developed will be similar to the four plate optic, but will be four electrodes arranged in a 

circle, but electrically isolated from each other.  These electrodes would form a ring 

along the inner diameter and would form a more homogenous steering electric field in 

the space in between the optics. From the experimental data, it looks like different sizes 

of ions are steered by different degrees at the same applied voltage to the optic. 

Another study that would be of use for these ion optics is experiments leading to a 

description of the mass and charge dependence on the degree of steering by ion optics. 

Another factor contributing to the shape of the above graphs could be the non-planar 

nature of the channeltron detector. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SOFT LANDING OF FERROCENE USING A MINIATURE RESISTIVE GLASS DRIFT 

TUBE UNDER AMBIENT CONDITIONS 

 

Introduction 

Preparative mass spectrometry is the use of mass spectrometry techniques to 

synthesize new materials, or otherwise modify or coat a surface for later use. A type of 

preparative mass spectrometry is soft landing, which means landing ions at lower 

kinetic energies (typically less than one eV). One potential application of soft landing 

mass spectrometry is to land specific metal clusters on a surface. The soft landing of 

metal clusters intact on a hard surface is a non-trivial task (63). Even though the 

process of soft landing was carried out over a quarter century ago, the technique is still 

in its infancy (36). Resistive glass tubing has been recently presented as a viable 

replacement to the standard ring stack used in conventional reflectron, and drift tube 

optics (32, 64). Resistive glass tubes are prepared by placing a tube of lead-silicate 

glass in a hydrogen atmosphere and reducing it so that its surface is semiconducting 

(65). Some obvious advantages to this design include less assembly, ease of cleaning 

of the apparatus (ionization debris and oxides can and do build up on electrode 

surfaces), a wide range of pressure stability (both high and low pressure applications 

are possible), smoother electric fields than conventional ring electrode drift tubes (less 

“fringe effects”) and a high breakdown threshold voltage (66). Ion mobility soft landing 

experiments are typically carried out in pressures between 1 and 100 Torr. This 

particular instrument operates under ambient conditions without a vacuum system. 
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Operating without a vacuum system offers obvious advantages in ease of operation, 

and much improved versatility.  On the other hand, without a vacuum system, ion 

reactions with gases abundant in the air, as well as uncontrolled water content of the air 

around the ion source, occur readily. A different humidity can lead to a drastically 

different mixture of ionization products. 

Experimental 

 

FIG. 15. Photo of ambient pressure glass tube ion mobility apparatus 

 

FIG. 16. Cartoon of ion source and ion mobility separator configuration 
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FIG. 17. Schematic of ion mobility resistive glass tube 

A two inch long, quarter inch diameter resistive glass tube (Detector Technology 

Inc. Palmer, MA) was mounted into an apparatus assembled from three piece of .080 all 

thread, aluminum oxide rods and 3 stainless steel rings. (See Figure 17). The ion 

source is a homemade corona discharge source. The ferrocene vapors are emanating 

from a quarter inch diameter glass vial with ferrocene crystals deposited on the sides of 

the vial. Ferrocene sublimes at room temperature, but it sublimes faster at elevated 

temperatures. The sides of the vial are coated in ferrocene by placing a sample of 

ferrocene crystals in the bottom of the vial and using a heat gun to sublime the 

ferrocene. As the vapors rise, they deposit on the cooler walls of the vial. If the 

ferrocene crystals in the bottom of the vial melt, then the temperature of the ferrocene is 

too high. The bottom of the vial is then broken off, so that air may pass all the way 

through the vial. Although the versatility of the ion source is something to be desired (it 

will only operate with molecules that have appreciable vapor pressure at ambient 

pressure and temperature, and that can also be ionized by corona discharge), it is 

expected to be compatible with many aromatic organic systems, as well as other volatile 
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organometallic compounds other than ferrocene, such as metal carbonyls. The vial is 

then inserted into an Ultratorr® fitting (Swagelok Solon, OH). An air compressor pushes 

a stream of air through the broken vial, and over the ferrocene crystals with a flow rate 

of approximately 2 L/sec. The compressed air carries ferrocene vapors to the corona 

discharge source. The applied voltage of the corona discharge source is set at 

approximately 3 kV using an adjustable DC Power supply (300 W Power Supply 

Spellman Haupauge, NY). The ion source is connected to a stage with three axis 

movement capability. During operation, the position of the ion source is optimized for 

maximum signal strength. While the instrument is in operation, high voltage safety 

procedures are in effect, only those familiar with high voltage safety should operate the 

instrument, and signs need to be posted to alert others of high voltage hazards. The 

ferrocene vapors are then ionized by the source and then are introduced into the drift 

tube. The front of the drift tube is electrically grounded, and the end of the tube is biased 

to -500 V with an adjustable DC power supply (PS300 Stanford Research Systems, 

Sunnyvale, CA). Directly behind the drift tube there is a homemade faraday cup 

detector made from copper sheet metal and a copper rod that is biased to -800V with 

another DC power supply (PS350 Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA). The 

landing surface is placed on the front of the detector with a carbon dot (SPI Supplies, 

West Chester, PA, USA). The reason the electrode behind the landing surface is 

voltage biased is so the ions are attracted to the landing surface, and so they don’t turn 

around and impact the end of the drift tube after exiting. Two different landing surfaces 

were used, silicon wafers (Wacker AG, Munich, Germany) with the top layer partially 

etched away using an Nd:YAG (Minilite, Continuum, Santa Clara, CA), and muscovite 
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mica wafers (SPI Supplies West Chester, PA). Surfaces were prepared by rinsing the 

surface with methanol (Fischer, Pittsburg, PA) and then baking in an oven at 100° C for 

approximately 2 hours.  

The entire soft landing process is a very inefficient process, as only a small 

percentage of the ferrocene molecules are ionized, and only a fraction of those ions 

actually land on the surface. This inefficiency is overcome at the moment by operating 

the instrument over longer periods of time and therefore landing more ions on the 

surface of the landing target. To soft land ions on a hard surface, the kinetic energy of 

the ions must be mitigated somehow, as when molecules are ionized, they become 

highly energetic. For a drift tube, the easiest way to accomplish this is through collisions 

with a non-reactive neutral gas. At atmospheric pressure in air the mean free path is on 

the order of 50 nm. The drift tube is approximately 5 cm in length. This means, on 

average, an ion (assuming the ion has a collision cross section near that of a nitrogen 

molecule) will have approximately 1000 collisions while inside the drift tube. The ions 

accelerate towards the biased end of the drift tube, until they collide with a gas 

molecule. After a collision occurs, the ion transfers part of its energy to the gas 

molecule, until the ion has approximately the same kinetic energy as a gas molecule. 

This leads to sub-eV (between .1 and .001 eV) landing energy of the ion on the surface. 

All surfaces were landed upon for between 3 and 5 hours. The landing surface was 

analyzed with an inductively coupled mass spectrometer (ICP-MS) instrument (Varian 

820-MS Varian Inc., Palo Alto, CA). The iron signals from 2 isotopes (57 and 58) were 

tracked. AFM images were taken of the mica surfaces to observe the self assembly of 

the landed ions on the surface. 
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Data and Results 

      

 

FIG. 18. Ion signal tracks with the ablation line as it moves across the raster pattern. 

The Ferrocene ions deposit preferentially to the ablated surface than the pristine 

surface. Also, iron 57 signal correlates with the iron 58 signal. 
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FIG. 19. Top:  The Images of the mica show that there are crystals growing on the 

surface. Bottom: The crystals do not grow along a ledge on the surface.  

To confirm the structures on the surface were caused by ions and not neutrals 

(as there was no attempt to filter out neutrals in the instrumental arrangement), the 

surface was placed under a stream of neutrals, and no iron signal was obtained from 

the ICP-MS and no features were observed with AFM. 

Discussion 

The mechanics of soft landing were described in a review by Cooks (67). Briefly, 

there are two strategies that prevail with soft landing, one is the ion stream is aimed at a 
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soft-surface (organically modified with long chain hydrocarbons, or molecules with a lot 

of degrees of freedom, so that the excess kinetic energy of the ions will be able to be 

dissipated by the surface after the collision event), the other is the landing of ions on 

rigid surfaces under much lower kinetic energies (energies less than 1 eV). One of the 

foci of our research into the area of soft-landing preparative mass spectrometry has 

been to mitigate and manipulate ion energy using ion optics and/or collisions with 

neutral gases, and then to land the ions on rigid surfaces. Soft landing at atmospheric 

pressure is inherently low energy because of the sheer amount of ion-molecule 

collisions that occur over the flight path of the ions. These collisions will lower the ion 

energy to the temperature of the neutral gas (thermalize the ions). On the silicon 

surface the ions that are soft landed deposit preferentially on the more conductive 

surface of the Si, and not the more insulative SiO2 surface. This is because when the 

surface charges up, the more conductive surfaces can pass charge more easily than 

the more insulative surfaces. The electric field that forms is of the same polarity as the 

ions striking the surface, and on the conductive surface, the charge dissipates more 

quickly, and the electric field dissipates faster, so the ions are steered towards the 

conductive surfaces and away from the insulative surfaces.  

The second surface, mica, is completely insulating. It is also a mineral, so the 

atomic composition is rather complex, but the crystal structure is (100), so the cleavage 

surface will be the same every time, and it will be flat and homogeneous. There is no 

discernable pattern of the soft landed crystal growth on the surface, so the nucleation 

sites form essentially randomly across the surface, or alternatively it could preferentially 

grow on impurities or point defects in the mica surface such as, vacant sites, inclusions, 
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substitutions, adatoms, or kinks. The fact that there is no crystal growth along the seam 

in the lower image in figure 19 means that the landing energy is very small. If the 

landing energy was too high, the ions would aggregate on the surface defect. The fact 

that the crystals are more or less evenly spaced across the mica means that once a 

nucleation site forms, the crystals preferentially land there, but if an ion lands too far 

away from that site, then the ion forms its own new nucleation site. It has been shown 

(68), when landing peptide ions on a self-assembled monolayer, charge builds up 

before a monolayer can form (estimates place the monolayer under 50% coverage). 

This phenomenon was attributed to the coulomb repulsion of the still charged particles 

on the surface. Because of aggregation of the species on the surface observed, it can 

be concluded that the opposite is happening in these experiments. The landed ions are 

not holding their charge. The incoming ions are attracted to the atoms already attached 

to the surface, and are not repulsed. A reason for this could be that a charge on the self 

assembled monolayer (SAM) surface would not easily be able to dissipate into the bulk 

material because of the high resistance of the organic molecules of the surface, while a 

charge on mica or silicon surface would be able to neutralize itself in the bulk material 

because of the comparably lower resistance of the surfaces. The measured mobilities of 

ions in the ion stream under these conditions will be for water cluster ions because of 

the clustering effect with water vapor molecules that happens in the atmosphere. 

 

Conclusions and Future Developments 

It is clear from the data that the assembled instrument facilitated soft-landing of 

ferrocene ions on two different surfaces, a silicon wafer and a mica disc. Using ICP-MS 
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and AFM the surfaces were probed to find the composition of and deposition pattern of 

the ions landing on the surface. Both ionization and soft landing were attained under 

ambient conditions. There was no attempt made to separate the ions in the beam for 

this experiment. Although, this instrument is already able to separate different types of 

ions as the resistive glass tube acts as a drift tube with the addition of an ion shutter, or 

a pulsed ion source the instrument would be able to produce a spectrum or selectively 

land types of ions onto a surface of our choice. The ions formed land upon the surface, 

and assemble themselves in repeating patterns; the landing energy is deduced to be 

low because there is no observed aggregation upon the surface defects. If landing 

energy was high there would be build up of material all along any defect, and materials 

would also fill any vacancies on the surface, because the first high energy ion would 

land on the surface, roll around, and stop when it meets enough resistance.  This 

resistance could correspond to the surface defect. Subsequent ions will preferentially 

land on the previously landed atoms. 

In order to produce a true spectrum, the next addition to the instrument will need 

to be an ion gate, such as a Bradbury-Nielsen (BN) gate. A second Bradbury-Nielsen 

gate added at the end of the drift tube could be used to let a desired peak through to be 

soft landed, while all the other peaks would impact the BN gate. The width of the pulse 

of the gate can also maximize ion separation.  The described configuration can only 

analyze substances that have an appreciable vapor pressure, and there are only a few 

interesting examples of these types of substances that would be suitable for soft-landing 

purposes (Metal carbonyls, aromatic organics etc.). The instrument would benefit from 

the use of another ion source, either an ESI source or a laser ablation source would be 
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ideal. Species that are ionized may also be oxygen or water sensitive, so the instrument 

could also benefit from being operated under an inert atmosphere. In order to facilitate 

that option, some sort of isolation system must be put in place that must be pressurized 

to a specific pressure using an inert gas such as helium, argon or nitrogen. This way, 

pressure may also be controlled to optimize the soft landing processes. Conversely, the 

atmosphere in the isolation chamber could be a reactive gas like oxygen, carbon 

dioxide or hydrogen, so that an even wider variety of ions may be synthesized by the 

instrument.
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APPENDIX 

GAS COLLISION PROGRAM 
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;COMMENTS 
 
; 3 dimensional random rigid sphere collisions 
; transform ion velocity along the y axis 
; transform velocity into center of mass system 
; isotropic collision in center of mass system 
; transform back into lab system. 
; mean buffer gas velocity 
; input must be K0 (reduced mobility) 
; Taken from Momentum-Transfer Theory for mobility section on Pg 145 of  
; Mason and McDaniel "Transport Properties of Ions in Gases" 
; Version 09 August '10 
 
;DEFINE VARIABLES 
;----------------------------------------------------------- 
 
defa PE_Update_each_usec 0.05 
defs Next_PE_Update    0.0 
defa p 1.33333    ; pressure in mbar 
defa neutralmass 4   ; buffer gas (He) 
defa K0 4.31    ; reduced mobility [cm^2/v/s] here tetrahepthylammonium , 
mass 242.5 
defa T 293    ; temperature (Kelvin) 
defa v2  0    ; velocity of buffergas (Scalar) 
defa lamda 0.02           ; free path length 
defa cross_section 239e-20  ; cross section [m^2], here bradykinin (mass 1061) 
defa  N 0    ; number density of gas [m^-3] 
defa q 1.6e-19 
defa xalt 0     ; 
defa yalt 0     ; 
defa zalt 0     ;adjustable for old position 
defa flight_sum 0   ; flight_summing up pathlengths 
defs rotAZscatter 0    ; back transformation angle from a system where v1 is in y 
direction: to determine lab scatter angle 
defs rotELscatter 0    ; back transformation angle from a system where v1 is in y 
direction: to determine lab scatter angle 
defs energy 0    ; ion energy (eV) 
defs v1 0    ; velocity ion (Scalar) 
defs theta_v2 0    ; random incident angle of neutralgas molecule (radians) 
defs phi_v2 0    ; random incident angle of neutralgas molecule (radian) 
defs v2x 0    ; velocity components of neutral gas molecule 
defs v2y 0    ; 
defs v2z 0    ; 
defs vdiffx 0       ; v1-v2 (vector) 
defs vdiffy 0 
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defs vdiffz 0 
defs v10x 0     ; ion velocity components in SS before collision 
defs v10y 0 
defs v10z 0 
defs v10 0    ; ion velocity in SS before collision (Scalar) 
defs rotELv10 0    ; back transformation angle from the system where v10 is 
along the y axis 
defs rotAZv10 0    ; back transformation angle from the system where v10 is 
along the y axis 
defs VSSx 0     ; velocity  components of center of mass 
defs VSSy 0 
defs VSSz 0 
defs scatterangleSS 0   ; scatterangle in SS (radian) 
defs scatterphiSS 0    ; random phi in SS (radian) 
defs scatterangleLAB 0   ; angle in labsystem (between v1 and v1') 
defs v10xafter 0   ; ion velocity  components in SS after collision 
defs v10yafter 0 
defs v10zafter 0 
defs v1xafter 0 
defs v1yafter 0 
defs v1zafter 0 
defs v1after 0    ;ion velocity Scalar in LS after collision 
defs energy_after_coll 0 
defs energy_before_collision 0 
defs mobility_energy 0 
defa mass_reduced 0 
defa frequency_collision 0 
defa step_size 0.001     ; microseconds 
;--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
seg initialize 
RCL Ion_Px_mm STO xalt   ; 
RCL Ion_Py_mm STO yalt   ; 
RCL Ion_Pz_mm STO zalt   ;store old position 
;,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
 
EXIT 
 
;------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
  SEG tstep_adjust 
;It is important that the time step be short so that there is <1 collision per timestep 
; for small molecules a timestep of .001 microseconds is a good default value. 
; Higher pressures, higher temperatures and larger molecules require smaller timesteps 
; This section adjusts the time step so that boundaries occur on multiples of time steps. 
; making sure that the program checks for collisions each time step. 
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; Because PRG calculates in Polish notation, I will comment out an equation in regular 
notation when needed. 
 
 ; max_step = (1 - frac(ion_time_of_flight / step_size)) * step_size  
  RCL ion_time_of_flight RCL step_size / FRAC CHS 1 + RCL step_size * STO 
max_step 
  
  ; if ion_time_step > max_step 
  RCL ion_time_step RCL max_step X>=Y GTO skip1 
    ; max_step = ion_time_step 
    RCL max_step STO ion_time_step 
EXIT 
  LBL skip1 
 
 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
SEG other_actions 
 
;(A.1) calculate average velocity of buffer gas molecule, and number density 
;,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
 
 ;mess ; cycle 
 8 1.38e-23 RCL T * * 3.14 / 
 RCL neutralmass  1.66e-27 * / sqrt  ;average maxwell velocity 
(sqrt(8kT/(Pi*M)) 
 1000 * 1000000 /    ; in mm/micros 
 ;mess ; v2 = # 
 STO v2      ; 
  
 
;Calculate number density from pressure 
 
 Rcl p 1000 / 8.314e-5     ; r is in meters^3*bar/ K, p is 
given in mbar 
 rcl T * / 6.02e23 *     ;  
 ;mess ; N = # 
 STO N       ;number density in inverse cubed 
meters (m-3) 
   
;,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
 
;(A.2) calculate cross section for input of K0: calculated lamda, cross section from 
K0,p,T,N 
; rem below section when input of cross section is used 
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 3 RCL q RCL ion_charge abs * * 16 / RCL N /  ;3q/16N, q is the ion 
charge, here singly charged 
 2 3.14 * 1.38e-23 / RCL T / sqrt *   ; *sqrt(2Pi/kT) 
 RCL K0 RCL T * 273 / 1013 * RCL p /     ; converting 
reduced mobility to mobility at set temperature and pressure 
 10000 / 1/X *      ; *1/K [m^2/V/s] 
 RCL ion_mass 1.66e-27 * RCL neutralmass 1.66e-27 * + 
 RCL ion_mass 1.66e-27 * RCL neutralmass 1.66e-27 * *  
 / sqrt *       ; * sqrt((m+M)/(mM))"reduced 
mass" 
 ;mess ; cross section = # 
 STO cross_section     ; cross section in meters squared 
  
 
;,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
 
;(A.3) calculate freepath length reduced mass and collision frequency 
 
 RCL N   
 ;mess ; N = # 
 RCL cross_section   *  ;(n*sigma) in m-1 
 1/X 1000 * 
 ;mess ; lamda = # 
 STO lamda   ; free path length=1/(n*sigma) in mm 
 
 
 RCL ion_mass RCL neutralmass * 
 RCL ion_mass RCL neutralmass + / 1.66e-27 * 
 
 ;mess ; reduced mass = # 
 STO mass_reduced 
  
 
 RCL cross_section  
 RCL N * 
 8 1.38e-23 * RCL T * 3.14 /  
 RCL mass_reduced / sqrt *  ;Collision frequency = Omega * N * 
q(8kT/(pi*mu)) 
 
 1e6 / 1/X     ;takes frequency and converts it into microseconds 
between collisions 
 mess ; collision time = # sec 
 STO frequency_collision 
  
 
 RCL frequency_collision RCL step_size 
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 ;mess ; step size = # sec 
 X>Y  mess ; Warning time step is too large       
 ; if time between collision > time step the time step is too large 
 ; lower the time step to approx. 10% of the collision time 
 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
;Decide if collision occurs;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
 
 
   RCL Ion_Px_mm RCL xalt - Duplicate_X *  ; calculates path length of the last 
flight step 
   RCL Ion_Py_mm RCL yalt - Duplicate_X * +   ; 
   RCL Ion_Pz_mm RCL zalt - Duplicate_X * +  sqrt ; 
   RCL flight_sum + STO flight_sum    ; adds path lengths up (vector 
addition) 
   RCL flight_sum 
   ;mess ; flight_sum = #    ; 
   RCL lamda 
   ;mess ; lamda = #     ; free path length (mm) 
   X<Y GSB collision     ; if flight_sum>free path-> collision 
    
 
 RCL Ion_Px_mm 
 ;mess ; x = #     ; stores position of this timestep 
    STO xalt 
    RCL Ion_Py_mm 
 ;mess ; y = # 
    STO yalt 
    RCL Ion_Pz_mm 
 ;mess ; z = # 
    STO zalt 
 
 
  RTN      ; exit segment 
;,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
lbl collision ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
mess ; COLLISION!!!!!!!!!!!! 
;,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
 
; (L1) determine transform angles for a system where v1(ion) looks in y direction-for 
later determination of scatter angle 
;(v1after will be transformed by these angles: 90 -elevation will then be scatter angle) 
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 RCL ion_vz_mm     ; 
 RCL ion_vy_mm     ; 
 RCL ion_vx_mm     ; 
 
 >P3D          ; turns v components of ion into polar 
coordinates 
 
 STO v1      ; stores v of ion before collision 
(mm/s) 
 ;mess ; v1 = # mm/s 
 
 RCL ion_mass      ; 
 
 X><Y >KE STO energy_before_collision  ; calculates ion energy in arbitrary 
units (here velocity is mm/s and mass is in AMUs) 
 mess ; energy before collision= # 
 
 RLUP     ; azimuthal angle in x register 
 STO rotAZscatter   ; azimuthal angle stored for back rotation 
 RLUP     ; elevation in x 
 CHS 90 + CHS STO rotELscatter ; # - (90 -elevation); becomes back rotation 
angle, when v is put into the y axis 
 
 ; these variables are used to rotate the vector of the ion later after the collision 
has occured 
;,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
 
;(L2)  determine v1-v2 (vector) before collision (stores in lab system):vdiff=v1-v2 
(vector); v1 ion, v2 gas 
;determine random elevation theta for v2 (Direction in which gas velocity is)(isotropic in 
this simulation) 
 
 1 2 RAND * - acos CHS 3.14 2 / + ; theta v2 in lab system:acos(1-2rand) is 
angle to y axis 
 STO theta_v2     ; generates random azimuthal angle 
 >deg 
 RAND 2 * 3.14 *   
 STO phi_v2     ; generates random elevation angle 
 >deg 
    RCL v2 >R3D    ;puts x y and z values in first three 
registers 
      RLUP     ;v2x 
    STO v2y  RLUP   ;v2y 
    STO v2z    ;v2z 
    sto v2x    ; 
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 RCL ion_vx_mm RCL v2x - STO vdiffx ;vdiffx  
 RCL ion_vy_mm RCL v2y - STO vdiffy ;vdiffy 
 RCL ion_vz_mm RCL v2z - STO vdiffz ;vdiffz 
 ; stores components of the difference of velocities of ion and molecule 
 
;,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
 
;(S3) determine v10 (gas velocity in center of mass system):v10=m2*(m1+m2)*vdiff 
 
 RCL neutralmass RCL neutralmass RCL ion_mass + / Duplicate_X Duplicate_X 
    RCL vdiffx * STO v10x  ;v10x 
 RLUP 
    RCL vdiffy * STO v10y  ;v10y 
 RLUP 
    RCL vdiffz * STO v10z  ;v10z 
;,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
 
;(S4) determine VSS (velocity of center of mass):VSS=v1-v10 (vector) 
 
 RCL ion_vx_mm RCL v10x - 
 STO VSSx   ;VSSx 
 RCL ion_vy_mm RCL v10y - 
 STO VSSy   ;VSSy 
 RCL ion_vz_mm RCL v10z - 
 STO VSSz   ;VSSz 
;,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
 
;(S5) choose random scattering angle in center of mass system: isotropic scattering. 
 
 RAND 2 * 3.14 *   ; random number for scatterSSangle in xz plane 
 STO scatterphiSS  ; 
 1 2 RAND * - acos  ; random number for scatterSSangle: weighted 
 
 STO scatterangleSS  ; scatter angle in radians 
 >deg 
 ;mess ; SSscatter = # 
 
;,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
 
;(S6) rotate system such that v10 (velocity of gas) is along the y-axis only 
 
 RCL v10z RCL v10y RCL v10x >P3D ; converts gas velocity from cartesian to 
polar coordinates 
 STO v10    ; becomes new y component, (velocity) 
 RLUP    ; brings azimuthal angle in x register  
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 CHS STO rotAZv10  ; degrees :stores azimuthal angle for back rotation 
later 
 RLUP    ; brings elevation into x register 
 CHS 90 + CHS STO rotELv10 ; degrees: # -(90 -elevation); becomes back 
rotation angle 
 
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
 
;(S7) rotate v10 by scatterangleSS in xy plane: v10after=rot (v10) 
 
 0 RCL v10 0  RCL scatterangleSS >deg >ELR  
 STO v10xafter RLUP  ;v10xafter 
 STO v10yafter   ;v10yafter 
 
 ;-and by scatterphiSS in xz plane: v10after=rot(v10after) 
 0 RCL v10yafter RCL v10xafter RCL scatterphiSS >deg >AZR 
 
 STO v10xafter RLUP  ;v10xafter 
 STO v10yafter RLUP  ;v10yafter 
 STO v10zafter   ;v10zafter 
 
;,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
 
;(S8) backtransform v10after (gas velocity after collision) by rotELv10, rotAZv10  
 ;(the back rotation angles generated in s6) 
 
 RCL v10zafter   ;v10zafter 
 RCL v10yafter 
 RCL v10xafter 
 RCL rotELv10  >ELR ;rotates back in initial position , x,y,z components in 
respective registers 
 RCL rotAZv10  >AZR ; 
 STO v10xafter RLUP  ; 
 STO v10yafter RLUP  ; 
 STO v10zafter   ;stores the x,y,z vector components 
;,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
 
;(L9) calculate v1after (velocity of ion after collision) in labsystem: v1after=VSS+v10after 
(vector) 
 
 RCL v10zafter RCL VSSz + STO ion_vz_mm ;v1zafter 
 RCL v10yafter RCL VSSy + STO ion_vy_mm ;v1yafter 
 RCL v10xafter RCL VSSx + STO ion_vx_mm ;v1xafter 
 
;now x,y,z components are in respective registers 
;,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
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; (L10): determine scatter angle in lab system: 
; rotate back in original coordinate system (before initial v1 was transformed onto y axis) 
  
 RCL rotELscatter  >ELR ;rotates back in initial position , x,y,z components in 
respective registers 
 RCL rotAZscatter >AZR  ; 
 >P3D     ;converts to polar coordinates 
 ;mess ; velocity of ion after collision = # mm/s 
 STO v1after   ; velocity of ion after collision 
 RLUP 
 RLUP 
 CHS 90 + STO scatterangleLAB 
 
 
 RCL v1after RCL ion_mass  
 X><Y >KE ; eV 
 mess ; energy after collision = # 
 STO energy_after_coll ;calculate energy after collision 
 
  0 STO flight_sum   ; reset flight_sum to calculate when next 
collision occurs 
RTN 
 
;-------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
seg terminate 
 
;NOTE currently simion treats every change in kinetic energy of an ion as uncertainty. 
;this means that error in the kinetic energy cannot be calculated in simion while 
simulating 
;neutral gas collisions with this program. 
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